# Traditional Japanese Kebari History

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asuka, Nara</th>
<th>Edo</th>
<th>Meiji</th>
<th>Taisho</th>
<th>Showa</th>
<th>Heisei</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>592</td>
<td>794</td>
<td>1603</td>
<td>1868</td>
<td>1912</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since there are little fishing-related data of the Heian, the Kamakura, the Muromachi and the Azuchi-Momoyama period, it omits.

- **Mountain Village Kebari Fishing [Kebari]**
  - Food of the people of mountain.
- **Urban Kebari Fishing [Kabari]**
  - Fishing that the court nobles and the samurai enjoyed as a game or training.

### Western type Fly Fishing
- H. Hunter founded the "Tokyo Angling and Country Club" to the Chuzenji-ko lakeside. (1925)

---

* T. Glover enjoyed trout fishing in Lake Chuzenji-ko. (1889)
* T. Glover, H. Parlett stocked Yugawa River with the brook trout. (1899-1904)
* The iron making technology was introduced by people of Baekje, Tatar (early iron making method) were built and people began to live in a mountain. (660)

- The name of "Tsuri-Haegashira" and a fishhook store "Iuemon" is written to "Kyohabutae". (1685)
- A fishing by "Maki-bari (Kebari)" that was wound with a feather of chickens is written to "Suwa Kanoko". (1756)
- It is written about Ka-tsuri for Oikawa to "Choyokan Manpitsu". (1810)
- Kaga Maeda han encouraged training of military arts in river fishing of sweet fish as a samurai's privilege. (1605-)
- It became a situation where anyone could enjoy fishing. (1780s-)
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Classification of Kebari (Conceptual diagram)

- **Urban Kebari [Kabari]**

* Illustration of Kabari "Kawagari-tebiki" by Joto Gyofu. (1834)
* National Diet Library Digitized Contents

Especially large kabari "Hachigashira" in the illustrations of 5 Kabari as "Kabari for Kougyo (Ayu, Sweet fish)" has the possibility of kebari of Yamame or Amago and Iwana.

- **Mountain Village Kebari [Kabari]**

  Influence of Western-style flies?

* Traditional Kebari that has a local color.

- **Ayu Kebari**

  Dedicated Kebari that was devised and improved for ayu fishing

* Kaga Kebari Image courtesy of Meboso Hachirobei Company http://www.meboso.co.jp/
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